
What is Biblical Numerology? 

 It seems quite obvious that the Bible uses numbers in patterns.  Who can deny that 40 is significant?  Jesus was in the desert for 40 
days, and the Israelites wandered in the desert for 40 years.  Whether or not the analysis of these number patterns is accurate is up for 
debate.  But I present to you this information condensed from the book Number in Scripture by Bullinger. 

One of the interesting features of Hebrew and Greek is that in both written languages there are no numeric characters.  Where we have 
numbers and letters, they have only letters.  So, in each language the letters are also used as numbers.  In a small way we do the same 
thing in English. For example, is "O" a zero or a letter in the alphabet?  Is "l" a one or a small L?  When they are used, the context tells 
us which is which and we have no problem understanding it.  The same goes for Hebrew and Greek.  They knew when they were 
writing numbers and when they were writing letters. But the interesting thing is that when a word is written, it also has a numeric 
equivalent.  Whether not the numbers really do have significance is still debated in many circles.   Nevertheless, I present the 
information for your examination. 

1 THE NUMBER OF UNITY. Father. Deuteronomy 6:4 "Hear, O Israel: The LORD our God, the LORD is one. Ephesians 4:5 "one 
Lord, one faith, one baptism."  

2 THE NUMBER OF DIVISION. The Son who has two natures: human and divine. There are 2 Testaments: the Old and New. Man is 
Male and Female. Rom. 9 speaks of two vessels: one for honorable use and the other for dishonorable use. Two types of people: Sheep 
and Goats. There are two ages, this age and the age to come: Matt. 12:32; 13:39,40,49; Mark 10:30.  

3 THE NUMBER OF DIVINE PERFECTION. The Trinity consists of Father, Son, and Holy Spirit.  

4 THE NUMBER OF CREATION - North, South, East, West; 4 Seasons. The 4th commandment is the first that refers to the earth. 
The 4th clause of the Lord's Prayer is the first that mentions the earth. The materials of the tabernacle were four and so were the 
coverings and the ornamentations.  

5 THE NUMBER OF GRACE. Redemption. Israel came out of Egypt 5 in rank (Ex 13:18). David picked up 5 smooth stones to fight 
Goliath (1 Sam. 17:40). The Holy Anointing Oil was pure and composed of 5 parts (Ex. 30:23-25).  

6 THE NUMBER OF MAN: Man was created on the 6th day. Man labors 6 days only. The Serpent was created on the 6th day. The 
6th commandment is "Thou shalt not murder."  

7 THE NUMBER OF SPIRITUAL PERFECTION. Seven days in a week. Seven colors in the spectrum. Seven of the 10 
commandments begin with the word "not." There are 7 seals, 7 trumpets, 7 parables in Matthew, and 7 promises to the churches.  

8 THE NUMBER OF NEW BEGINNINGS. 8 people on Noah's Ark (2 Pet. 2:5); circumcision on 8th day (Gen. 17:12); God made 8 
covenants with Abraham  

9 THE NUMBER OF JUDGMENT. There are 9 Greek words derived from the root word meaning judgment = dikay.  

10 THE NUMBER OF DIVINE PERFECTION. There are 10 commandments (Ex. 20); 1/10 of your income is a tithe; the were 10 
plagues on Egypt (Ex. 9:14ff); 10 x 10 silver sockets formed the foundation of the Tabernacle (Ex 38:27); There are 10 "I AM"'s 
spoken by Jesus in John: 1)  

12 THE NUMBER OF GOVERNMENTAL PERFECTION. There were 12 tribes of Israel; 12 Apostles, 12 foundations in the 
heavenly Jerusalem; 12 gates; 12 pearls; 12 angels.  

40 THE NUMBER OF PROBATION OR TRIAL. The Israelites wandered for 40 years (Deut. 8:2-5). Moses was on the mount for 40 
days (Exodus 24:18); 40 days of Jonah and Nineveh (Jonah 3:4). Jesus was tempted for 40 days (Matt. 4:2).  


